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An operator on an L2 space is said to maximize support if it takes every 
function not identically zero into a function which differs from zero almost 
everywhere. It will be shown that the semigroups generated by certain quantum 
field theory Hamiltonians maximize support. A simple consequence of the 
semigroups maximizing support is the nondegeneracy of ground states for the 
Hamiltonian. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One anticipated property of quantum fields is the existence of a 
unique vacuum vector [25]. R ecently, this was established for the 
(+4)z model but only with small coupling constant [l I]. Here we will 
investigate a nonperturbative approach to problems of uniqueness in 
quantum field theory so as to obtain results independent of the size 
of a coupling constant. This approach will be used in certain simple 
models defined in Fock space. 
Mathematically, the problem we wish to consider can be stated as 
follows: Given a self-adjoint operator H, which is bounded below and 
for which the infimum of the spectrum is an eigenvalue, we are to 
prove that this eigenvalue has multiplicity one. Physically, we are 
assuming the existence of a Hamiltonian operator having a ground 
state, i.e., state of lowest energy, and our aim is to prove that there is 
only one such state, up to complex multiples. To prove the uniqueness 
of a ground state for a selfadjoint operator H which is bounded below, 
it suffices, by the spectral theorem, to prove that I( E+Y ]I is an eigen- 
value of ediH of multiplicity one. Taking this point of view, positivity 
techniques have been used successfully to prove the uniqueness of 
ground states in several quantum field theory models [4, 8, 12, 231. 
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More specifically, it often happens that when His the Hamiltonian of a 
particular model, then e-lH is positivity preserving in the sense that the 
underlying Hilbert space can be viewed as an L2 space and that, so 
viewed, the image under e- tH of an almost everywhere (a.e.) non- 
negative function is nonnegative a.e. [12, 231. 
To obtain nondegeneracy of a ground state, one needs a stronger 
property than that of being positivity preserving. A positivity pre- 
serving operator, A, on an L2 space is called ergodic if for every pair 
of functions u and v in L2, there is an integer, n > 0, such that 
(u, A%) > 0. If A is ergodic, then 11 A 11 has at most multiplicity 
one as an eigenvalue of A [S]. 
There is an even stronger positivity property. A is called positivity 
improving if f 2 0 a.e. and ]lfl12 # 0 imply Af > 0 a.e. Since every 
positivity-improving operator is ergodic, jl A 11 has at most multiplicity 
one, if A is positivity improving. When A(t) = e+J for some self- 
adjoint H which is bounded below, then every A(t) is positivity 
improving if and only if every A(t) is ergodic [22]. When H = the 
free boson Hamiltonian or spatially cutoff (d”)a Hamiltonian, A is 
known to be ergodic [8 or 221, but for other quantum field theory 
models, such as the polaron, a direct proof of ergodicity is elusive. 
Moreover, it is not yet clear whether the method of ergodicity is 
applicable to the noncutoff ($4)2 H amiltonian or to perturbations of (c$“)~. 
We present below a new property of the semigroups generated by 
some quantum field Hamiltonians which is stronger than that of 
being positivity improving (for positivity-preserving operators.) We 
show that the free boson Hamiltonian and certain polaron Hamil- 
tonians generate semigroups with this property even when cutoffs are 
removed. 
Let us say that an operator A on an L2 space maximizes support if 
the image under A of any function, except for the function identically 
zero, differs from zero almost everywhere. If A is positivity preserving 
and if A maximizes support, then A is positivity improving (see 
Lemma 2.23), though an operator which is positivity improving need 
not maximize support (see Example 2.24) In this paper a major goal 
will be to prove that semi-groups generated by certain operators 
arising in quantum field theory (and known to be positivity preserving) 
also maximize support. 
Why might one expect success in proving that e-lH maximizes 
support? Let A be a nonnegative self-adjoint elliptic differential 
operator with analytic coefficients defined on a connected open subset 
U of Rd. Nelson has shown that every analytic vector for A is an 
analytic function on U [16, p. 6101. In particular, every element of the 
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range of emtA has this property and so is nonzero except on some set of 
measure zero. Thus, evtA maximizes support. Since the free boson 
Hamiltonian K can be viewed as an elliptic differential operator in 
infinitely many variables [18], one might expect that emtK does 
maximize support. In fact, if H is the quantization [2] of any self- 
adjoint operator with positive spectrum bounded away from zero, 
then etH maximizes support (see Theorem 3.3). We further show that 
e--tH maximizes support when H is the Hamiltonian for the external 
source model of a boson field (see Theorem 3.12) and when H is the 
Hamiltonian for the momentum cutoff polaron of fixed total momen- 
tum in any number of space dimensions (see Theorem 3.17). Moreover, 
in two space dimensions we are able to verify the same result for the 
semi-group generated by the Hamiltonian for the polaron of fixed 
total momentum without cutoffs (see Theorem 3.23) using techniques 
which do not assume the existence of a mass gap. Since the positivity- 
preserving character of e+’ is already known for the momentum cutoff 
polaron of zero total momentum [12], we may conclude that this 
semi-group is positivity improving even though the methods of [22] 
do not apply. Furthermore, strong limits of positivity-preserving 
operators are positivity-preserving; thus, it follows that the semigroup 
generated by the Hamiltonian for the two-dimensional polaron of 
zero total momentum without cutoffs is positivity improving. The 
uniqueness of the ground state for this last model, which is known 
to exist, is therefore now established by nonperturbative methods 
(see Corollary 3.25) though the result itself was previously known [27]. 
This provides the first example of a nontrivial Hamiltonian without 
cutoffs for which the positivity-improving property of the corre- 
sponding semigroup has been established without the use of perturba- 
tion theory. 
The uniqueness of the ground state has been established for the 
related model of Nelson with small coupling constant by perturbative 
techniques unrelated to the methods employed here [I, p. 1321. 
Another technique in quantum field theory is that of estimating 
powers of the Hamiltonian in terms of powers of “local number of 
particles” operators [7, 9, 10, 13, and 191. In attempting to prove that 
eVtH maximizes support for particular Hamiltonians, we obtain such 
estimates of all orders (see Section 2C). 
The method discussed here was proposed by L. Gross [14]. Work 
on this paper began when L. Gross showed the author Lemma 2.13, 
its proof, and suggested using it to prove the uniqueness of the 
ground state. The author would like to thank L. Gross not only for 
this suggestion but also for several valuable discussions. 
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2. A NONPERTUREIATIVE UNIQUENESS THEORY 
A. Operators which Maximize Support 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A be a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert 
space H = L2(P, dp). Let K be a subset of H. A maximizes support on 
K if whenever h is in K and h # 0, then, for almost every p in P, 
Ah(p) # 0. We write this last condition as Ah # 0 a.e. If A maximizes 
support on H, then we say A maximizes support. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let P = Rn, n a positive integer, dp = Gaussian 
measure on P, i.e., dp = e-+11* dx, where dx is Lebesgue measure on 
R”. For every u in H = L2(P, dp), define a new function Au on P by 
the formula 
(Au)(x) = a S,. u(y) e-llbn-rila/c dy, (2.1) 
where dr is Lebesgue measure, a is a nonzero real number, where 
0 < c < 1, and where 0 < b2 < 1 - (1/2)c. Holder’s inequality 
now shows that the operator A which takes u into Au is a bounded 
linear operator on H. 
Now assume 72 = 1. Explicit computation yields 
(Au)(x) = ae-bza/C $ --& k,x”, (2.2) 
where 
Since 
k,= m 
I 
u(y) e-va’cyn dy. 
--m 
1 k, 1 < (4c2~)1’4 // u 1((27r)1’2 (1 . 3 . 5 a.. (2n - 1))1’2 (2-“-l - c-~‘+~)~‘~, 
it follows from the ratio test that the series expression in (2.2) 
converges for all x. Thus in case 12 = 1, Au is a real analytic function 
for every u and so (x: Au(x) = 01 is at most countable and has 
measure zero. For n > 1, we observe that 
(&)(x1 ,..., x,) = a 
s s 
m .-a O” u(y, ,..., y,J e-(b~.-~.)a/cdyl --a e-(bz.-v.)‘fC dyn, 
--ID .-a 
and so repeated application of the one-dimensional case gives a power 
series expansion for (Au)(x). Consequently, Au is an analytic function 
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of n real variables and so Au(x) = 0 only for x’s in some set of 
measure zero. 
Thus, (2.1) defines an operator which maximizes support on K. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (P, dp) b e a localizable measure space. Then, 
a bounded linear operator A maxim&es support on H = L2(P, dp) ;f 
and only if every nonzero element in the range of A is a cyclic vector for 
L”(P). (Here L”(P) is considered as the algebra of multiplication 
operators.) 
In this case, (A} u L”(P) is an irreducible set. 
Proof. The first statement of the proposition is true since for 
localizable measure spaces, h is cyclic vector for L”(P) if and only if 
h # 0 a.e. 
To verify the second statement, let S be a closed subspace of H left 
left invariant by A and L”(P). If S # {0}, then 0 # I( E S and so 
Au = v E S. Thus Lm(Au) C S. Au is a cyclic vector so L”(Au) is 
dense in H. Since S is closed, S must be H. Q.E.D. 
B. Analytic Domination 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let H be a linear operator on a Hilbert space Z?. 
Let D(H) be the domain of H. Let D”(H) = nf,, D(H”). 
A vector v E D”(H) is an analytic vector for H if there is an s > 0 
such that CL0 (sn/n!) I( H% (1 < 00. 
DW(H) is the set of all analytic vectors for H. 
Remarks 2.5. (i) Dw(H) and D”(H) are vector subspaces of &’ as 
follows from the linearity of H and the triangle inequality. Further- 
more, Dw(H) C D”(H) as follows from the definitions above. 
(ii) If H is self-adjoint, then DW(H) is dense in 8 [16]. 
(iii) A self-adjoint operator H on &’ is nonnegative if zero is a 
lower bound for the spectrum of H. If H is nonnegative, it follows 
from the spectral theorem that v is an analytic vector for H if and 
only if v is in D(elH) = range of e-f” for all sufficiently small t > 0. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let A and B be two linear operators on a 
Hilbert space. B analytically dominates A if DW(B) C DW(A). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A and B be two nonnegative and self-adjoint 
operators on a Hilbert space Z = L2(P, dp). Suppose e--la maximizes 
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support for all t > 0. If B analytically dominates A, then e-lB maximizes 
support for all t > 0. 
Proof. Choose any nonzero v E 8. Then e-8% is an analytic 
vector for B and consequently for A. Thus there is a t > 0 and 
w E # such that e-sBv = eetAw. Since e-tA maximizes support, 
eeSBv # 0 a.e. Q.E.D. 
C. Exponential Estimates 
Estimates of the form 
where n, m are integers and N and H are interesting operators, have 
been extremely useful in quantum field theory. In this section we 
summarize some results of Nelson [16] and show how they are related 
to higher-order estimates. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let A be a nonnegative self-adjoint operator 
on a Hilbert space Z. We will write 
if v is an analytic vector for A and 
I/ eSIAlv 11 = co if v $ Da(A). 
If B is another nonnegative self-adjoint operator on X’, then we 
will write 
etl-4 < &IBI (2.3) 
if the following two conditions hold: 
D(P) C D(An) for n = 0, 1, 2,...; (2.4) 
and 
11 etlAlv I/ < cl1 eslBIv 11 for all v in X. (2.5) 
(2.3) will be called an exponential estimate. 
A technical device invented by Nelson [16], which is useful in 
proving analytic domination, is given as the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.9 (Nelson). Let N and H be nonnegative and seljadjoint 
operators on a Hilbert space SF. Let 53 be a vector subspace of A@ which 
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is left invariant by H and N and which contains DW(H). Suppose further 
that there are numbers 0 \< k, , k, s < GO for n = 1,2 ,..., such that 
II Nx II < k(ll 2% II + II x II> for all x E 9; V-6) 
ll(~dN)~ Hx II < K,(ll Hx II + II 3 II) for all x E 9 (2.7) 
and all positive integers n; and such that 
C k,(n!)-l sn < co. 
n=l 
(24 
Then H analytically dominates N. (Remark: Here (adN)H = 
NH - HN, while 
(adN)nH = N((adN)“-lH) - ((adN)n-lH)iV JOY n 3 2.) 
Proof. The proof of this lemma can be found as a remark following 
the proof of Theorem 1 in [16, p. 5781. Q.E.D. 
Nelson also proved that the hypotheses of the previous lemma are 
sufficient to insure the existence of higher order estimates on $3 [16]. 
Adding an additional assumption extends the estimates to the whole 
space. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let 9, H, N, k, k, , and s be as in the previous 
lemma. Suppose additionally that inf (spectrum (H)) > 0. 
Let 
m 
w(t) = 1 k,P(n!)-1 for 0 < t d s, 
n=l 
and let 
(Y(S) = 1’ (1 - o(t))-l dt. (2.10) 
0 
Then 
and 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
11 N”v /I < M%!ll H”v 11 (2.13) 
whenever the right hand sides exist. 
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Proof. (2.5) follows from Nelson’s theorem [16] as does (2.13) on 
8. Since inf (spectrum (II)) > 0, 9 is also a core for H”. The fact 
that both Nn and H” are closed shows that (2.13) is valid for v in D(H”) 
and also implies (2.4) so that (2.11) holds. (2.12) follows from the 
observation that for any operator T > 0 on % we have 
11 etTh 11 < jj etlTlh j/ < 2 I/ e2tTh I/. Q.E.D. 
The next lemma will prove useful in obtaining exponential estimates 
for models without cutoffs, given estimates for models with cutoffs. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let H, > 0 be a sequence of se2fadjoint operators, each 
of which satisjies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.9 with 2, k, k, , s being chosen 
independently of m. Suppose for some I > 0, (H,, + I)-~ ---f (H, + r-)-l 
strongly where H, > 0 is selfadjoint. 
Then the conclusion of Lemma 2.9 and (2.12) remain true when H, 
replaces H as does (2.13) when H, + Y replaces H. Moreover, 
(2.11)’ 
Proof. Convergence of the resolvent implies 
(xn + y)+ - (& + r)p 
and e-fHm -+ c-~Hw strongly. Rosen’s principle of cutoff independence 
[14] now shows that 1) NW I[ < M%! ll(H,, + r)% /I and 11 eNv 11 < 
2 I/ eW*)kHmv (/ whenever the right sides of these inequalities exist. 
Consequently, we also have 
D(H,“) = D((H, + Y>“) c D(wq. 
(2.11)’ and hence analytic domination follow from 
11 eslNl/2v 11 < 2 11 es% /I < 4 I( e2a(s)kHmv /I < 4 I/ eBn(s)klHalv II. Q.E.D. 
D. Fock Space Facts 
The applications and examples of the theory presented here will, 
be to quantum field theory models formulated in Fock space. This 
section consists of a short review of Fock space and establishes 
notation which will be used throughout the rest of the paper. 
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Let A? be a complex separable Hilbert space. Let Z” denote the 
n-fold tensor product of X; 3Y” is the complex numbers. Let P,” be 
the projection of GV” onto the symmetric tensors. Put gn($?‘) = 
Psn(Zn). Let s(s) = z:,“c, &(.%), where the sum denotes the 
Hilbert space direct sum. 9(X) is called (symmetric) Fock space 
(over Z) and is a Hilbert space. 
For every x in .X, define a bounded linear operator 
by C,(X) y = (n + 1)lj2 P,“+‘(x @ y). Define the closed operator 
C(X): 9(X) -+ 9(X’) as C,“c, C,(x). Let A(x) = C(X)* = adjoint 
of C(X). C(X) and A( x are the creation and annihilation operators of ) 
wave function X, respectively. Put R(x) = (C(x) + A(x))**. R(x) is 
selfadjoint. 
For any unitary operator U on X’, define Un = U @ *** Q U on 
Yn(X). Let 
T(U) = f U”: qiq -+ q&y. 
n-0 
is a strongly continuous unitary representation of the group of 
unitaries on 2 by operators on s(Z). Consequently, for any self- 
adjoint operator T on &‘, t -+ T(eilT) is a strongly continuous unitary 
group on R1 so that by Stone’s theorem, there is a selfadjoint operator 
y(T) on 9(&‘) such that T(eiiT) = eifytT). On gm(Z), y(T) is just 
the closure of 
For more details and proofs of this description, see [2]. 
By 9” we mean the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing infinitely 
differentiable complex functions on (Rd)n. Let d denote the vector 
subspace of 9 = .F(LZ(Rd)), consisting of all g = xr4gn such that 
g, is in Yn and g, = 0 for all but finitely many n’s. 
For K in Rd, define the pointwise annihilation operator a(K) as 
follows. D(a(K)) = 6’. If g is in c” n gn, then a(k)g is in 8 n FnW1 
and 
(a(k)g)(k, ..., L,) = n”2g(k k, ,..., 4). 
a(K) is zero on Fo. a(K) is now defined on all of 8 by linear extension. 
580/16/z-4 
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Let S be a measurable subset of Rd, and let T be multiplication by 
the characteristic function of S onL2(Rd). Let N, = y(T). 
Then & is a core for N, . Consequently, if h is in D(Ni/“), there is a 
sequence {h,} C & such that h, -+ h and Nii2h, + Ni’2h. The 
function k + u(k)h, is in L2(S, 9) since h, is in 8. Since 
II N’s’% II2 =(N&n , h,) = s, II a(h) , II2 dk 
it follows that {u( *)h,) is a Cauchy sequence in L2(S, 9). Thus there is, 
for each h in D(N&,), an element of L2(S, %), which will be denoted by 
a(*)h or u(k)h or K -+ a(k)h, such that a(*)h, -+ u(.)h in L2(S, 9). 
Furthermore, 
/I N;‘“h iI2 = s, I/ a(k)h \I2 dk. 
Thus we have extended the domain of u(k) to D(N,sI,). 
This description and more can be found in [ 131. 
A summary of another description of Fock space, details of which 
can be found in [21], is presented next. 
Let x be a real form of zY, i.e., Z is subset of I8 which is a real 
Hilbert space and 2 is the complexification of Z. Let {y,: n E J} be 
an orthonormal basis of Z, where yn E x and J is countable. Let 
X(x) = rJnoJ X, , where each X, is a copy of R1. Let qn be Gaussian 
measure on X, , i.e., dq, = (~)-l/~ e-%* dx, , where dx, is Lebesque 
measure on X, . Let qJ be product Gauss measure on X(x): 
4 = 17 dqj . 
iE.l 
Note that qJ(X(A’J) = 1. 
There is a unitary operator II,: 9(Z) -+ L,(X(.%), qJ) so that 
D,R(y,) D;l is multiplication by 21/2x, , where x, denotes the 
nth coordinate function on X(s). Explicitly, D, is the unitary 
F(-il) followed by Segals’ unitary D of [21, p. 1251. 
A third description, which may be found in [22], goes as follows. 
Let J?- be a real form of %. Let J! = &I(Z) be the von Neumann 
algebra generated by (eiRtz): x E s>. Let Q = Q(.X) be the spectrum 
of J&‘. Then there is a probability measure, X, on Q and a unitary 
operator 
Wz S(Z) + L2(Q, A) 
such that Wl = 1, (where the “1” on the left is a complex number 1 
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while the “1” on the right is the constant function identically one) 
and such that lK#%W-l = L”(Q). ~8% has cyclic vector 1, M is maximal 
abelian, h(Q) = 1, and h is a regular Bore1 measure on the compact 
space Q. 
E. Families of Operators which Maximize Support 
DEFINITION 2.12. Let fl be a family of nonzero operators on a 
Hilbert space, L2(P, dp). Q? is a support-maximizing family if any 
element in the range of every A in 02 is either the zero element or is 
nonzero almost everywhere. We will also say that 0t maximizes 
support. 
Remark. The first example of a support-maximizing family, 
none of whose members maximizes support, was discovered by 
L. Gross. It is given as the next lemma with a proof which was also 
outlined by L. Gross. For related work, see [14]. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let Z- be a real form of the complex separable 
Hilbert space z@. Let {k,: n E P = {I, 2, 3,...}) be an orthonormal basis 
of Z with each k, in x. For every n in P, let P, be the projection of Z 
onto the complex subspace of % spanned by {ki: i = 1, 2,..., n}. Let 
{tn> be any sequence of positive numbers. 
Then (exp(-t,D,y(P,)DT1: n E P} maximizes support on L2(X(Z), qp). 
Proof. Let A, = exp(-tt, D&P,) Di’). Assume w is in the 
range of every A, . Then there are vo, such that w = A,v, . Let %& be 
a representative of the equivalence class v, . Then, by explicit com- 
putation [6], 
= 
s 
UYl ,-**,yn , x,+1 ,." )Pl-,-2t(e~Yxl ,..., xn> - (35 ,...,m)) 
R” 
* 41 ... dyla 
is a representative of w where the kernel p is defined as 
p*(z) = (7442 e-ll~ll~~" 
when x is in R”, and where each dy, is one-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure. Since for every t > 0, 0 < 1 - e-2t < 1 and 
e-2t < 1 - (l/2)(1 - e-2t), 
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it follows from Example 2.2 that for every z = (x,+, , x,+a ,...), the 
function x = (xi ,..., xn) -+ V&(X, 2) is analytic and so is either zero 
everywhere or is zero only for x’s in some subset of measure zero in 
Rn. For each such Z, let B,(x) = (x E Rn: zZ~(X, z) = O}. 
Let q1 be the n-fold product of Gaussian measures on the first n 
factors of R in X(3?), and let q2 be the infinite product of Gaussian 
measure on the remaining factors of R in X(x). Let ql, = q1 x qz 
on X(Z). Then by the analyticity result, either q,(B,(z)) = 0 or 
q,(B,(z)) = 1. Let T, = {x: ql(B,(z)) = l}. 
Let B, = {(II: z?J~y) = O}. Then 
since for z $ T, , q,(B,(x)) = 0. Since R” x T, C B, , there is a 
set, J, , of measure zero in X(Z) such that B, = Rn x T, u Jn . 
Since each 6& is a representative of w, B, differs from B, by a set of 
measure zero. Thus, if we define a new measure on X(Z), q, by 
q(E) = q,(E n B,), then q(E) = q,(E n B,) for all n and also 
q(E) = q,(E n Rn x T,). In particular, if E has the form E, x R,“, 
where R,” denotes the infinite product of the remaining factors of R, 
then q(E) = q,(E) q,(R” x L) = q,(E) qp(Bn) = qp(E) q,W. This 
equation is also valid when E is a finite disjoint union of such sets or in 
the monotone class generated by such, i.e., E may be any measurable 
set. In particular, q,(B,) = q(B,) = q,(B,) q,(B,) so either q,(B,) = 0 
or q,(B,) = 1. Thus, either z$ is zero a.e. or is nonzero a.e. Conse- 
quently, w is either the zero function or is nonzero a.e. which is what 
we wanted to prove. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.14. With notation as in the previous lemma- 
{exp(-&Wy(P,) W-l): n E P} is a support-maximizing family of 
operators on L2(Q(X)). 
Proof. Let w be in the range of WDi’A,D,W-l, with A, as in the 
previous lemma, for all n. Then D,W-lw is in the range of every A, 
and so by the previous lemma, D,W-lw is nonzero a.e. or is the zero 
function. Since D, W-l is unitary, if D, W-lw is zero, then so is w. 
Suppose D,W-lw is nonzero a.e. Fix g in L2(X(%)). Suppose 
(SD,W-lw, g) = 0 for every operator S of the form 
S = D, exp(iR(t,k, + --- + t,k,)) 0;’ 
for ti real and n finite. Then, by an argument of Segal [21, p. 1201, 
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g * D,W-lw = 0 a.e. By assumption, D, W-lw # 0 a.e. so that g = 0 
a.e. and consequently D,W-lw is a cyclic vector for &A!(X) 0;‘. D, 
is unitary so A!(X) W- rw is dense and w is a cyclic vector for 
WSM(X) W-l = L”($)(X)). Consequently, w # 0 a.e. 
Thus, either w = 0 or w # 0 a.e. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.15. Let {A,: i E I} be a family of nonnegative 
selfadjoint operators on L2(P, dp). This family generates a support- 
maximizing family if for every collection of positive numbers {ti: i E I>, 
the family {exp(-&A,): i E I} maximizes support on L2(P, dp). (Here 
I is any index set.) 
By Lemma 2.13, D&P,) D;l g enerates a maximizing family on 
L2(X(X)), and by C orollary 2.14, Wy(P,) W-l generates a maximizing 
family on L2(Q(Z)). 
PROPOSITION 2.16. Let GZ be a family of operators which generates a
support-maximizing family on L2(P). Let 9 be another family of non- 
negative selfadjoint operators on L2(P). Suppose every A in G! is analyti- 
cally dominated by some B in g. 
Then 9 generates asupport-maximi.&g family on L2(P). 
Proof. Choose a collection of positive numbers {t,: B ~a}, and 
suppose w is in the range of exp( - t,B) for every B in g. Then w is an 
analytic vector for every B in 9’ and so for every A in a. Consequently, 
there are positive integers (tA: A E a] such that w is in the range of 
exp( - t,A) for every A in a. Thus, since GI generates a maximizing 
family, either w is zero or is nonzero a.e. Therefore, g generates a 
maximizing family. 
COROLLARY 2.17. Let X = L2(Rn, dp), where dp is n-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. Let % be a real form of 2 which is spanned by 
functions of compact support. Let Z3 be a collection of measurable subsets 
of Rn which are ordered by inclusion and have union Rn. 
Then { WN, W-l: B E LQ generates a support-maximizing family on 
L2@WN. 
Proof. Choose a countable basis for S, {k,: n E P}, consisting 
of functions of compact support. Let P, be as in Lemma 2.13. By 
Lemma 2.14 and Proposition 2.16, we need only verify that for every n, 
y(P,) is analytically dominated by NB , for some B E 9Y. However, if B 
is chosen so as to contain the support of k, ,..., k, , then 11 y(PJ% (1 < 
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(1 NB% 11 for every positive integer m. Consequently, r(P,) is analyti- 
cally dominated by this NB . Q.E.D. 
F. Uniqueness of Ground States 
DEFINITION 2.18. A selfadjoint operator H on a Hilbert space SP 
is bounded below if there is a --co < c < 00 such that spectrum 
(H) C (c, co). Assume His bounded below and let inf(spectrum (H)) = 
c > -co. A ground state for H is a v E D(H) such that Hv = cv and 
11 v 11 = 1. The ground state is nondegenerate or unique if the space 
spanned by all ground states is one dimensional. 
Remarks 2.19. (i) H has a unique ground state if and only if 
H + Y has a unique ground state for every --co < Y < 00. Without 
loss of generality, we will assume inf(spectrum (H)) = 0. Thus, for 
the rest of this section we are assuming that (Hu, u) > 0 for all 
u E D(H). 
(ii) A nonnegative H has a unique ground state if and only if 
11 e-tH 11 is an eigenvalue of e-lH with multiplicity one. 
DEFINITION 2.20. Let A be a bounded linear operator on the 
Hilbert space L2(P, dp). A is positivity improving if h > 0 a.e. and 
h # 0 imply Ah > 0 a.e. 
Remark 2.21. Not every A which maximizes support has strictly 
positive kernel. Just take a < 0 in Example 2.2. 
DEFINITION 2.22. Let A be a bounded linear operator on 
L2(P, dp). A ispositivitypreserving if Ah > 0 a.e. whenever h > 0 a.e. 
LEMMA 2.23. Let H be a bounded linear operator on ~8’ = L2(P, dp). 
If H maximizes support and is positivity preserving, then H is positivity 
improving. 
Proof. If 0 # h > 0, then Ah > 0 a.e. and Ah # 0 a.e. so 
Ah > 0 a.e. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 2.24. The converse of the previous lemma is not true. 
Of course, if H is positivity improving, then it must be positivity 
preserving, but it need not maximize support. 
Let P be the unit circle, and let d9 = dp = normalized Haar 
measure on P. Define, for each u E L2(P, de), 
sin2(0 - P) u(P) dP. 
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Then A: u -+ Au is a bounded linear operator on L2(P) which is 
positivity improving. But if u = x[~,~I - x[~,~~I , where xE is the 
characteristic function of E, then Au = 0 everywhere so A does not 
maximize support on L2(P, de). 
THEOREM 2.25. Let A be positivity preserving and support 
maximizing on L2(P, dp). Then if (1 A 11 is an eigenvalue of A, it has 
multiplicity one. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.23, A is positivity improving so the theorem 
follows from [8, p. 372, Theorem 2.3.21. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.26. If A satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.25, 
then there is an h > 0 a.e. such that Ah = 1) A jlh. 
Proof. [8, p. 372, Theorem 2.3.21. Q.E.D. 
Remarks 2.27. (i) L emma 2.3 and the technique of [23, p. 1651 
may be used to give an alternate proof of the previous theorem and 
corollary. 
(ii) One cannot omit from the hypothesis of 2.25 that A is positivity 
preserving as will be seen in the example which follows these remarks. 
(iii) One cannot omit from the hypothesis of 2.25 the assumption 
that 11 A /( is an eigenvalue of A as will be seen in the second example 
to follow these remarks. 
EXAMPLE 2.28. Not every nonnegative selfadjoint A which 
maximizes support and has eigenvalue (1 A (1 has a one-dimensional 
subspace of eigenvectors corresponding to (1 A (I. 
Let A, = D,e-“y(l) Dil. Then A, is positivity preserving, non- 
negative, and selfadjoint and A, also maximizes support. 1 = (1 A, 1) is 
an eigenvalue of multiplicity one by the theorem and the fact that 
e-ly(r)l = 1. Since A, is self-adjoint, it leaves the orthogonal comple- 
ment, C, of the space spanned by D, 1 IIT1 invariant. Let A, = A, 
restricted to C. 
Then A, is nonnegative and self-adjoint and A, maximizes support. 
y(l) restricted to Di’C has 1 for the inf of its spectrum and r(I)h = h 
for all h in A? = FI(Z). Thus e+(r) restricted to DilC has norm e-t 
and e-1 has infinite multiplicity. Consequently, I( A, (1 has infinite 
multiplicity. 
EXAMPLE 2.29. Not every nonnegative, self-adjoint, positivity- 
preserving A which maximizes support has 11 A (I as an eigenvalue. 
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Let # = L2(R1, d ), x w h ere dx is Lebesgue measure. Let A = ed, 
where d is the Laplacian. Then --d has no ground state, so 11 ,411 is 
not an eigenvalue of A. However, A is convolution by a Gaussian [15], 
so A is nonnegative, selfadjoint, positivity preserving, and maximizes 
support. 
Remarks 2.30. Note that if A maximizes support and if P is a 
projection commuting with A, then A restricted to the range of P also 
maximizes support. In particular, if A = eetH maximizes support 
and if H has a ground state, then A restricted to the orthogonal 
complement of the space spanned by the ground state maximizes 
support. However, A so restricted need not be positivity preserving 
even if A is, so that in general one cannot apply a version of the 
uniqueness theorem to high energy states. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO QUANTUM FIELD THEORY 
A. Quantized Operators 
Let % be a complex separable Hilbert space, J a conjugation on .%@, 
and X the real form corresponding to J, i.e., X = {x: JX = x}. 
Let 9 be symmetric Fock space over &‘; 
Let T be a selfadjoint operator on Z which is bounded below. Let 
c(T) = inf(spectrum T). We will use freely the notation of Section D. 
LEMMA 3.1. If c(T) > 0, then y(T) analytically dominates r(A) 
for every bounded self-adjoint operator A on &. 
Proof. By the spectral theorem, c = c(T) > 0 implies that 
II TX II 2 c II x II f or all x E D(T). Again by the spectral theorem, 
11 y( T)u 11 3 mc Ij u 11 for u E 9, n D(y( T)). Furthermore, 
Also 
so 
(3.2) 
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Now let x = X:=0 x, , x, E Fn be an analytic vector for y( 2’). Then 
there is an s > 0 such that 
= z. (i. II Y(V %a l12y2 5 
3 f ( f II %t iI2 (wy2 $ 
n=o m=o 
= lfo (go cm II A ll>2n II %I lly2 yf ‘1)” 
Consequently, x is an analytic vector for r(A) so that 
WY( TN c wrw)~ 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A be a selfadjoint operator which is bounded 
below on 9. A generates a maximizing sem@-oup if 
e-tWAW-’ 
maximizes support on La(Q(X)) f or every t > 0. (There should be no 
confusion caused by Definition 2.15 since 9 is not an La space.) 
THEOREM 3.3. If c(T) > 0, then y(T) generates a maximixing 
semigroup. 
Proof. Let P, be as in Lemma 2.14. Then by the previous lemma, 
y(T) analytically dominates y(P,J and consequently Wy( T) W-l 
analytically dominates Wy(P,)W-l for every n. The proof is now 
completed by Corollary 2.15. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.4. N = y(I) generates a maximizing semigroup. 
Proof. Take T = I. Then c(T) = 1 > 0, so the above theorem 
applies. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let S? = L2(Rn, dk), where dk is Lebesgue 
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measure on R”. Let w(k) = (1 k I2 + p2)li2, where p > 0. Let K, be 
multiplication on X by w, and let NT = y(&~) for any real number T. 
Notice that for -r = 0, NT = N = “number of particles operator”. 
w is the relativistic energy function of a particle with mass ,A > 0. N1 
is the corresponding quantized energy operator, the free Hamiltonian, 
for a quantum system of noninteracting bosons of mass p. The N7 
are the fractional energy operators. 
COROLLARY 3.6. NT generates a maximizing semi-group for every 
7 > 0. 
Proof. c(K&) = pL7 > 0, so we are done by the previous theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If c(T) > 0 and if T: X n D(T) + X then 
We+’ T, W-l is positivity improving on L2( Q( X)). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.3, Lemma 2.23 and [23, 
p. 1461. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.8. We- tNr W-l is positivity improving on L2( Q(X)) ;f 
7 2 0 and J&T: Z n D(K,T) 4 *. 
Proof. This is a special case of the previous corollary. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let 2 = L2(Rn, dk), where dk is Lebesgue 
measure on Rn. Let X = {g E X: JRng(k) eeitz+) w(k)-li2 dk is real 
for almost every x in R”). Then % is the real form corresponding to 
the conjugation of Wigner time reversal [12, p. 931. 
Let B, = {x: 11 x 11 < n}. Letfn be the characteristic function of B, . 
Then f, * w, is a real radial function so that f, * wu7 is in X. Since the 
convolution of real functions is real, it follows that f, * wrg E X 
whenever g is in X. If g is in D(K,-,T), then fnw’g -+ wTg in L2, and 
consequently wTg E X provided g E X n D(&,T). Thus, We-tNTW-l 
is positivity improving on L2(Q(X)) by Corollary 3.8. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Corollary 3.7 was proved by Simon [22] using techniques 
mentioned in the introduction. 
B. External Source Model of a Boson Field 
Let X be a complex separable Hilbert space, and let H be a self- 
adjoint operator on 2 with inf(spectrum(H)) = c > 0. Let H, = r(H) 
F(s) = 9. For g in A?, let R(g) be as in Section 2D. Put P(g) = 
i(W - C”(g)) **. P(g) is selfadjoint [2] and relatively bounded with 
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respect to H, and has relative bound zero [17], so that H(g) = 
H,, + R(g) is self-adjoint and bounded below. H(g) is the Hamiltonian 
for the external source model of a boson field. 
Let %” be a real form of Z, and let W: 9 -+ P(@.X)) be as in 
Section 2.D. Define a new unitary U = ~~~o-‘g). 
LEMMA 3.10. WU(H(g) + (g, H-lg))U-l W-l generates a maxi- 
mixing semigroup on L2( Q( ,X)) . 
Proof. H,(g) = H(g) + (g, H-lg) is nonnegative and Ho = 
UH,(g) U-l [3]. Th e 1 emma now follows from Theorem 3.3. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let Zi be localizable measure spaces for i = 1, 2, and 
let V: L2(Z,) -+ L2(Z,) b e unitary. Suppose further that L”(Z,) = 
v-lL”(Z,) v. 
If A maximizes support on L2(Z,), then VA V-l maximizes support on 
L2(Z2)* 
Proof. If h # 0, then AV-lh is a cyclic vector for L”(Z,) so that 
L”(ZJAV-lh * d 1s ense. Consequently, so is V-‘L”(Z,) VA V-W. This 
implies that L”(Z,) VA V-lh is dense so that VA V-lh # 0 a.e. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.12. H(g) + (g, H-lg) generates a maximizing semi- 
group providing only that H-lg E X. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11, we need only show that 
V-lLm(Q(S))V = L”(Q(X-), 
where V = WU-lW-l. Let A’ = A(X) be as Section 2D. Then it 
suffices to show that e--iP(H-‘g) A’eiP(H-‘g) = A?. But for f and h in X, 
Weyl’s commutation relation is [21, p. 1311: 
eiR(h) = e-2(h,f)e-iP(f)eaR(h)eiP(f) 
, 
so e--iP(H-‘g) &@Wf-‘g) = & providing H-lg E se Q.E.D. 
C. The Momentum Cutoff Polaron of Fixed Total Momentum 
In this section it will be shown that the Hamiltonian for the polaron 
of fixed total momentum with a momentum cutoff generates a semi- 
group which maximizes support. Local exponential estimates are 
found which are independent of the cutoff and consequently lead to a 
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similar result for the noncutoff case in two space dimensions which 
will be treated in the next section. 
The example of a poiaron to be considered is that of a spinless, 
relativistic, d-dimensional electron interacting with phonons via a 
Yukawa-type interaction from which the pair creation and annihilation 
terms have been dropped. 
Specifically, if p > 0 denotes the mass of the phonon, let 
for k in Rd. 
w(k) = (I k 12 + py (3.3) 
For m > 0, E,(p) denotes the relativistic kinetic energy function of 
an electron of mass m: 
for p in Rd. 
J%(P) = UP I2 + m2Y2 (3.4) 
If T denotes multiplication by w on L2( Rd, dk), where dk is Lebesgue 
measure on Rd, let 
K = r(T) acting on 9 = .9(L2(Rd, dk)). (3.5) 
For i = 1, 2,..., d, let P$ denote multiplication on L2(Rd, dk) by 
the ith coordinate function. Let Pi = y(P$) and let P = (PI ,..., Pd). 
For each p in Rd, define a selfadjoint operator E,( p - P) on - by 
&(P - P) = Kn(P1- Pl ?.“Y Pa - Pd), 
so that for h in 9n 
(3.6) 
(%(P - wwl >***> k,) = %(P - (kl ,.*-, k,)) Wl ,*-*,&a). 
Thus E,(p - P) is a multiplication operator on each 5% . On So , 
E,(p - P) is just multiplication by m. Define 
K,(p) = K + J%(P - 0 (3.7) 
For any real infinitely differentiable functiong with compact support 
on Rd and satisfying g(k) = g( - k), define 
H&&p) = L(P) + Jw9 (3.8) 
where R(g) has already been defined in Section 2D. It is known [13] 
that Hg(m, p) is a selfadjoint operator which is bounded below so 
that c(g, m, p) = inf(spectrum (H&m, p))) > - 00. 
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Let m0 > 0 denote the physical mass of the polaron. VQ,, and p, 
will be fixed throughout this paper. Define 
f&(P) = Mm0 9 PI - c(g, mo 9 0). (3.9) 
Then H,(p) + m, is the Hamiltonian for the polaron of mass m, , 
total momentum p, and momentum cutoff g. It is known that [13] 
H,(p) is nonnegative, 
zero is an eigenvalue of H,(O) of multiplicity one. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Let Y, denote a corresponding eigenvector normalized so that 
11 ul, 11 = 1, thus H,(O)!$ = 0. 
It will be shown that H,(p) generates a semi-group which maximizes 
support. 
Let NB be the “local number of particles” operator defined in 
Section 2D for every measurable subset, B, of Rd. 
LEMMA 3.13. Both Hg( p) and NB leave invariant and are defined 
on all of D”(K). 
Proof. NB is relatively bounded with respect to K and commutes 
with K so that NB leaves D”(K) invariant and is defined on all of 
D”(K). 
Let Kl = Km&p) - c(g, m. , 0) so that Kl + R(g) = H,(p). Let 
I, be the closure of (Kl + R(g))” - K,“. d is a core for K,” and for 
every E > 0, it is straightforward but lengthy to check that there is a 
C(E) such that 
II I2 II G E II wx II + 44 II x II (3.12) 
for all x in 6’. Since both K,n and I, are closed, it follows that 
D(K,“) C D(I,) and that (3.12) is valid for all x in D(K,“). Conse- 
quently, d is also a core for I, . Furthermore, K,” + 1, is closed [15, 
p. 1901. On b, K,” + I, and (H,(p))” agree. Since d is also a core for 
H,(p)“, it follows that H,(P)~ = K,“+I, so that D(K,%) = D(H,(P)~). 
Thus 
~mK”) = Wfw))* (3.13) 
Since Go(p) = Kl + c(g, m. , 0), it is also true that [l, p. 1441 
WG) = WKno(~N. (3.14) 
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Let A = A, + **a + A, be the formal expansion of 
wmo(P))n = (K + &,(P - f-9)“. 
Each of the Ai’s commutes with every A, , each is nonnegative, and 
each is selfadjoint so A is selfadjoint. But A agrees with I&J p)” on &‘, 
which is a common core, so we must have A = KmO(p)“. Conse- 
quently, 
Wq(PN c W”) (3.15) 
since K” is one of the Ai’s. Also, 
and E,@( p - P) commutes with Kg so 
wm c wLo(P)n). (3.16) 
Combining (3.13)--(3.16) yields 
D”(K) = D”K7(P))- (3.17) 
Obviously, H,(p) leaves D”(H,( p)) invariant so H,(p) is certainly 
defined on all of D”(K) and H,(p) also leaves D”(K) invariant. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.14 (First-Order Estimates) [Gross, 131. Let B be any 
measurable subset of Rd. Then 
Let 
D(H,(P)) = D(NB)* (3.18) 
(3.19) 
Then for all h in D( H,( p)), we have 
(NB~, 4 d CWKfW)h~ h) + b&k, B) + I P I)@, 4. 
Proof. See [13, Theorem 3 and its proof.] 
(3.20) 
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LEMMA 3.15 (Second-Order Estimates). Let B be any bounded 
measurable subset of Rd. Let 
6) r,k, B, P) = 1 + 4k, B) + I P I + ~g I P - h I, 
(ii> cdg, B, P) = WPIP~ 4tg, B, P) + 2h, 
(3.21) 
where 
(3.22) 
Then for every h in D(H,(p)), 
II NB~ II < cdg, B, P) Il(f&(~) + dg, 4 p))h II. (3.23) 
Proof. Fix B, p, g, and y. Let r = r,(g, B, p), and let c = cl(g, B, p); 
let dr = d,(g,B) and d, = d,(g, B, p). To verify (3.23), it suffices to 
prove that N,(H,(p) + r)-l is a bounded operator of norm less than 
or equal to c. From (3.18), it follows that N,(H,(p) + r)-l is bounded 
so it will suffice to show that the norm is less than or equal to c. d is 
a core for H,(p) + r so that 6, = (H,(p) + r)& is dense in 9. 
Consequently, 
II ~i@uP) + r)-lh II < c II h II (3.24) 
needs only to be verified for h in &I . 
Let R(K, t) = (H,(p - K) + t)-l. Since w(K) > p for all K, it 
follows from (3.20) that 
WB + l)l’2 q, r + w(h))“” [l < (2/q, (3.25) 
and for all h in 9, 
II R(k r + W(W2h II < (2/W IIPB + l)-l’Q II. (3.26) 
In the proof of Lemma 2.12 [24], it was shown that on &‘, 
v%(--k + PI + cc + 44Y) 44 
= @)(f&(P) + cl) + N+ for any number c. (3.27) 
Consequently, on the dense set b, , it is true that 
a(k) W, c) = R(k c + ~(4) 44 + g(k) W, c + w(k)) R(0, c). (3.28) 
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Now let h be in 8, . Then 
II NB(%(P) + r)-‘h Ii 
= ([Bll(ivLl + l)l’Z a(k) R(0, r)h jj2 q 
< (s, IIWB + 1y2 R(k y + w(k)) a(k)h (12 dky2 
+ (s, WB + l>““g(k) W, y + w(k)) R(0, y)h II2 dk)“’ 
d (+)1’2 ([Bil(R(k, y +w(k)))li2 a(@ /I2 dk)l” 
+ (;,,” (s, IlW, r + w(k)))1’2 R@ r)h /I2 Ig(k)? dk)l” 
< I($)( J, II(NB + 1y2 a(k)h 11~ dk)1’2 
+ (t)“” ( JB I@)I2 (y2(r + w(k)))-l.dk)l’el II h 11~. 
Thus (3.24) is satisfied for all h in GY~ , as desired. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Estimates of the type given in Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15 
have been derived by Frohlich [27, 281. 
LEMMA 3.16. Let B be any measurable subset of Rd. Let x denote the 
characteristic function of B. Dejine 
k(g> B> P) = G-l II 3Eg IU + 4g, B) + I P I + CL/~). (3.29) 
Then for every h in D”(K) and m = I, 2,..., 
i@dNdrn &(P)h II < k(g, B, I’)(\\ &(P)h I/ -+- I\ h \I). (3.30) 
Proof. First (3.30) will be verified for h in &‘. On B, the com- 
mutation relations [2] 
and [NB, c(*)]** = c(m) (3.31) 
[NB , A(w)]** = --A(xv) (3.32) 
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combine to yield, on b, 
WNBP f&(P) = cw f 44, (3.33) 
where the + or - occurs as m is even or odd and where the fact that 
NB and K + E(p - P) + I c commute on d has been used. Since 
Il(C(xg) h A(xg))h II < 2 II xg II Il(N + 1)l”h II, it follows that 
WNBP fuP)h II < 2 II xg II Il(N + W2h II (3.34) 
for h in b. From (3.20), it now follows that 
ll(N + 1Y2h !I G (f,“’ jj (H,(P) + 4(& 4 + I P I + g2 h 11. (3.35) 
Next observe that 
/pI7w + 4& B) + I P I + $)li2 h 11 
G (t)-“’ (~(H,(P) + 4(g> 4 + I P I + 5) h (1, (3.36) 
since H,(p) + d,(g, B) + Jp 1 is nonnegative. (3.34)-(3.36) combined 
with the triangle inequality yield, for H in &, 
Il(adN,)m fc(P)h II 
d 2 II % II w (II 47(P)h II + (ddg, 4 + I P I + 4) I! h II). (3.37) 
Thus, (3.30) is valid for h in b. Since d is a core for the closed 
operator H,(p), it follows that, for h in D(H,( p)), 
llW~B>” ffAPN**h II G %c BY PNI %7(PP II + II h II>* (3.38) 
However, by Lemma 3.13, ((u~N,)~H,(~))** = (adN,)“H,(p) on 
D”(K) so (3.30) is now true for all h in D”(K). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.17. II,(p) g enerates a maximizing semigroup on 
L2(Q(X)) for any real form A? of L2(Rd) spanned by functions of 
compact support. 
Proof. It follows from Remarks 2.5(i) and Lemmas 2.9, 3.13, 3.15, 
and 3.16 that H,(p) analytically dominates NB , every bounded 
measurable subset B of Rd. Definitions 2.12 and 3.2, Proposition 2.16, 
and Corollary 2.17 complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
580/16/2-5 
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COROLLARY 3.18. If g is in S, and t > 0, A? as in Example 3.9, 
then We--LH*(o) W-l is positivity improving on L2(Q(S)). 
Proof. It is known that We- lHo(o) W-l is positivity preserving on 
L2(Q(X)) providing g is in Lx [12]. The desired result follows from 
Lemma 2.23. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.19. Let B be a bounded measurable subset of Rd. Let 
/3 = 2c,(g, B, p)( 1 + r,(g, B, p)). Then for every r > 0 and for all 
0 < s < log(l + (Wg, &p))-l), 
it is true that 
e SlNJ < ,aslHJd+rfl 
Proof. Since H,(p) and r are nonnegative, we have that 
IIKAP) + r)“h II > II &(PP II 
for every nonnegative integer 7t and every h in b. If the corollary is true 
for r = 0, then by Lemma 2.10 
II NBnh II d J!WI(~(P) + r)nh II (3.39) 
for all h in b. Since & is a core for (H,(p) + r)” and since both 
(H,(p) + r)” and NBa are closed, it follows from (3.34) that 
W%(p) + rI)“) C WNC) 
and (3.34) is true for all h in D(H,(p) + r). Consequently, it suffices 
to consider the case r = 0. 
By Lemmas 3.13, 3.15, 3.16, and 2.10, it follows that 
eSINBl < ,k&)IHg(P)I \ 
where k = p/2 and where 
a(s) = fS(l - k(g,B,p)(et - l))-ldt. 
0 
If 0 ( s < log( 1 + (2k(g, B, p))-l), and if 0 < t < s, then it true 
that 0 < k(g, B,p)(e” - 1) < + and so 0 < a(s) < 2s. Thus, from 
(2.4) and (2.5), 
eslivgl ( e2kslHIw 
\ Q.E.D. 
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D. Polaron with Fixed Total Momentum in Two Space Dimensions 
To define the polaron without cutoffs, one chooses a sequence of 
realistic cutoff functions, fn , and takes the limit of the Nfn(p) as the 
Hamiltonian for the polaron without cutoffs and total momentum p. 
DEFINITIONS 3.20. Let g be a real Cm function on Ii1 that is one on 
(- *, 4), takes values between one and zero, and vanishes outside 
[- 1, I]. For each positive integer m, define gm on R1 by 
gdx) =j;(&+x-m) if x<m, if x>m. 
Let h be a real number which will be fixed throughout this section. 
Define f,(x) = Aw(x)-1/2g,(l x I) for x in Rd. {fm} is a sequence of 
realistic cutofffunctions having coupling constant A. Let H,(p) = N,,(p). 
For the rest of this section, we will consider the case of 2 space 
dimensions, that is, d = 2. 
It is known [24] that there is a nonnegative selfadjoint operator 
H,(p) on P- = 9(L2(R2)) and subsequence A of (1,2, 3,...} such 
that 
strong limit(&(p) + r)-l = (H,(p) + y)-l 
7L+m lzE‘4 
(3.40) 
for all complex numbers Y not in (- co, 01, and such that for all t > 0, 
strong limit eetH9Ltp) = e-tHUI(B)e (3.41) 
n+m 
ne‘l 
LEMMA 3.21. (H,(p) + ) p I ex onentially dominates NB for every 
bounded ball B in lid and r > 0. 
Proof. Let 
d,(B) = JR2 (w(K) (w(k) - g-l dk. 
Let 
Let 
d2(& PI = (s,, ww (f-de PI” hP, $4 + f4w w)liZ. 
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Let 
Finally, let 
Cl(B, p) = (2/pp2 d,(B, p) + 2/p. 
k(B, p) = 4p-1 /I xw-1’2 IIU + d,(B) + I P I + da 
where x is the characteristic function of B. Then for n sufficiently 
large, 
d,(B) = wn Y B); r,(B,p) = rdfn 9 B,Ph 
d2(& l-4 = d2(fa 7 4 8; c,P> P) = cdfn 9 B, P), 
and k(B, p) = k(& , B, p). Consequently, by Lemma 3.15, 
II NB~ II d c1@4 1-4 IIVW) + 0, PP II (3.42) 
for all h in D(H,(p)). By Lemma 3.16, 
Consequently, for all 1z sufficiently large, it follows as in Corollary 3.19 
that 
for all Y > 0, p = &(B, P)(J f YI(B, P>)Y and 
0 < s < log(1 + (2k(p, B))-‘). 
Thus by Lemma 2.11, H,(p) + rl analytically dominates NB . 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.22. Let /3, s, B, and Y be as in the proof of the previous 
lemma. Then 
Proof. This is another conclusion of Lemma 2.11. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.23. Let X be a realform of L2(R2) spanned by functions 
of compact support. Then Hm( p) + r generates a maximizing semigroup 
on L2(Q(X)) for any Y > 0. 
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Proof. For r > 0, this result is a consequence of Lemma 3.21, 
Proposition 2.16, and Corollary 2.17. To verify the r = 0 case, choose 
any h in L2(Q(X)) except for h = 0. Then 
W exp( --H,( p)) W-lh 
= eWexp(-(H,(p) + 1)) W-lh # 0 a.e. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.24. Let X be the real form of Example 3.9 with n = 2. 
Then H,(p) + r generates a maximizing semigroup on L2(Q(X)) 
for any r 3 0 and any m = 1, 2 ,..., co. 
To verify this assertion, it suffices, by either Theorem 3.17, in 
case m < co, or by Theorem 3.23, if m = 00, to show that X is 
spanned by functions of compact support. 
Let F denote the unitary Fourier transform on L2(R2), and let 
g-(k) = d--k) f or anyg inL2(R2). Then, forg ELM, sinceF(g) = F(g_), 
it follows that g E A? if and only if g(---K) = g(K) for almost every K 
in R2. Let h, denote the characteristic function of {K E R2: 11 k 11 < n}. 
If g E X, then h,g EX, h,g +g, and h,g has compact support. 
Consequently, Z is spanned by functions of compact support. 
COROLLARY 3.24. Let Z be the real form of Example 3.9 with 
n = 2. Then ?V exp( - tH,(O)) W-l is positivity improving olt L2(Q(%)). 
Proof. Since each cutoff function, f, , is a real radial function, 
function, each f, is in Z. Consequently, W exp(- tH,(O)) W-l is 
positivity preserving onL2(Q(X)) [12]. S ince strong limits of positivity- 
preserving operators are positivity preserving, it follows that 
W exp( - tH,(O)) W-l is positivity preserving on L2(Q(X)). By the 
previous theorem and Lemma 2.23, we know that Wexp(-H,(O)) W-l 
is positivity improving on L2(Q(Z)). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.26. Let S be the real form of Example 3.9 with 
n. = 2. Then H,(O) has a unique ground state. 
Proof. It is known that H,(O) has a ground state [24]. By the 
previous corollary, Theorem 3.23, and Theorem 2.25, the ground 
state must be unique. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Frohlich [26] has not only proved Corollary 3.26 but 
has also showed that H,(p) h as a unique ground state for all p. 
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Note added in proof. The constant M in Lemma 2.10 depends only on k, the k,‘s 
and inf(spectrum(H)). This fact is used in the proof of Lemma 2.11 and implies that 
the M in Corollary 3.19 depends only on c,(g, B, p), ri(g, B, p), k(g, B, p) and Y. This 
implies estimates of the form I/ iVa”h 11 < il(H&p) + r)“h /I M”n! 
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